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Background

A request from Associate Dean David Caffey in CLASS for early implementation of the Minor in Digital Social Science, Humanities, and Performing Arts. CLASS would like to have the minor available for students to begin in Fall 2004. The curriculum for the minor has been funded by a $750,000 grant by Congress. A faculty committee, chaired by Dr. Dorothy Wills, has been developing the coursework and structure for the minor for the past two years

Resources Consulted

Dr. Barbara Way, Dr. David Caffey, Dr.  DD Wills, Dr. Bruce Hillam

Discussion

The College of Letters, Arts and Social Sciences has presented a proposal for Early Implementation of the Minor in Digital Social Science, Humanities, and Performing Arts(DISSHA). Over the past two years, a faculty committee, chaired by Dr. Dorothy Wills, has developed the coursework and structure for the minor.

The  DISSHA minor will provide the necessary background and training so that students can achieve several objectives.  The main objective of the new multidisciplinary Minor in Digital Social Science, Humanities, and Performing Arts is to provide a sound, student-centered, hands-on, project-oriented, interdisciplinary minor program in selected and significant forms of multimedia technology and their applications to a major field or career objective of the student.  Through the various courses students will:

learn to think visually and conceptually about problems or issues. 
learn to integrate and analyze knowledge that might be gained 
from various disciplines.  
develop technical skills that can be applied to communicating the
content of a discipline-skills in high demand by employers.  
organize information, work in teams, and teach each other.

The minor will enhance learning in the students’ major disciplines and hopefully increase their post-graduate options.  The minor will be open to all majors, although it is anticipated that most future enrollees will be majors in CLASS.

The various departments of College of Letters, Arts and Social Sciences with the support of CEIS and IIT, have the expertise and background needed to offer the minor.  The option appears to require no new university resources according to Dean Way.

Curriculum

This curriculum includes four new courses not yet in the University Catalog.  All courses have been posted on the curriculum website and no objections were posted.  The Chair of the University Curriculum Committee sees no reason why these courses would not be added to the University Catalog at the Curriculum Committees next meeting.  He did note that the Senate could approve these courses as part of a this minor referral..  Descriptions of these new courses have been examined by the Academic Programs Committee.  Students interested in this minor will be required to complete 32 units.

Required courses: 16 units
Students will take the following courses:
CLS 201/201A Introduction to Digital Media for the Social Sciences, 
Humanities and Arts  (2/2)
CLS 301/301A Applications and Dissemination of Digital Works (2/2)
CLS 401 Community Projects in Digital Media Seminar (4)

Students will select one course from the list below:
ANT 370 Visual Anthropology (4)
ENG 330 Narrative in Literature and Film (4)

Support Courses:  16 units
An approved list of Courses has been appended to the end of this report that have been selected on the following criteria:

	courses whose designers and/or instructors regularly employ digital media in their pedagogy, 

courses that require students to focus on digital projects
learning objectives include awareness of the role of multimedia in the discipline
maximize development of particular media skills and knowledge appropriate to the subject matter.
The list may be expanded in the near future.

After examining the proposal closely, the Academic Programs Committee has several concerns.

First, the program may infringe on other areas courses offered by Computer Science or Architecture.   Resources consulted indicated that students will not design software.  They will use existing software, computers and multimedia to produce high quality video, radio, film, web-based and or aural recordings to support their learning process in various courses in CLASS.

Second, possible lack of continuing consultation.  Consultation with the College of Education and Integrative Studies and the College of Environmental Design has occurred.  As new support courses are developed further consultation will occur.

Third, future funding of this new program at this time of financial cutbacks is an issue. The start-up funding for the minor and its curriculum came from a $750,00grant by Congress in a recently approved appropriations bill.  It is anticipated that the appropriation is sufficient to provide support for the labs andfor continuing development and implementation of the minor for a period of 2-3 years.  Dean Way indicated that she is totally committed to this project.  Dean Way indicated that CLASS is already working on grant proposals to obtain future funding to continue the minor, but Dean Way indicated CLASS is prepared to fiscally fund from State sources and continue the minor if soft-money is not available..  

Most of the DISSHA curriculum is composed of already existing courses.  No new faculty is needed to teach the new courses.  The CSU has given campuses authority for approval and early implementation of minors, so the campus has the authority to do early implementation if it wishes.

The Academic Program Committee believes that this is a sound proposal.  Most resources consulted indicated that establishing a digital program in the arts, humanities and social sciences will bring a competitive advantage to participating students at Cal Poly Pomona.  The new option will definitely help the college and the university in their mission.

Recommendations

1.	The Academic Programs Committee recommends that the new college wide courses CLS201/201A, CLS301/301A, CLS401 be approved and added to the University Catalog..

2.	The Academic Programs Committee recommends that the approval and early implementation of the minor in Digital Social Science, Humanities, and Performing Arts
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I.	Program Description

The Digital Social Sciences, Humanities and Performing Arts Minor (DiSSHPA) is based in the College of Letters, Arts and Social Sciences, but is available to all students at the university.  Three of the core courses will be cross-listed with the College of Education and Integrative Studies.  DiSSHPA incorporates the study and use of multi-media technology into an array of social sciences and humanities courses, some new and some re-designed for the minor.  Students who complete the minor will be conversant with the applications of this technology to research, teaching, communication with the public, and/or community service in their fields.

II.	Expected Outcomes and Learning Objectives

Vision

We see a world of diverse learners and scholars in the humanities and social sciences, whose different ways of expressing, understanding, and investigating will be supported by a program in the digital arts/multimedia.  The proposed program is not a program of practical instruction in technology, though participants will acquire such skills, if they do not have them already.

Mission

To provide a sound, student-centered, hands-on, project-oriented, inter-disciplinary minor program in selected significant forms of multimedia technology and their applications to a major field or career objective of the student.  The minor will enhance learning in the students’ major disciplines and increase the options available to them upon graduation.

Learning Objectives

	Strengthen students’ command of multimedia and information technology related to the arts, humanities, and social sciences.

Broaden students’ options in the applied fields of their major disciplines.
Enliven the traditional major and minor programs by integrating projects from DiSSHPA courses in research and pedagogy.
Improve students’ ability to plan, organize, and hone communicative and educational tools/objects.

General Goals associated with these Objectives

	Amplify outreach to local and international communities through collaborative productions and service-learning experiences.

Develop an archive of multimedia documents suitable for classroom use, research, or communication with the public.
Enhance faculty cooperation across disciplines with regard to technology.
Promote teamwork among students.
Expand the collaboration between academic units and technology support units.

Student Learning Outcomes

Students will be able to:
	Produce video, radio, film, web-based, and/or aural recordings or documents that are of high quality, as judged by professionals in their disciplines.

Incorporate multimedia designs, presentations, and inquiries into their course and professional work.
Identify practical uses of digital media in their communities and professions.

III.	Curriculum Sequence

Required Courses

Students will take four 4-unit core courses, unless excused by the instructor, advisor, or program coordinator.  The following are proposed:

CLS 201/201A  Introduction to Digital Media for the Social Sciences, Humanities and Performing Arts (2/2) (Appendix A) 
CLS 301/301A  Applications and Dissemination of Digital Works (2/2) 
(Appendix B) 
CLS 401 Community Projects in Digital Media Seminar (4) (Appendix C) 
One of:  ANT 370 Visual Anthropology (4) (Appendix D) 
  ENG 330 Narrative in Literature and Film (4) (Appendix E) 
  	
								16 units

Support Courses

Students will take another 16 units to complete the minor.  Following are some possibilities drawn from existing courses.  Students should work with their advisors and program coordinator to make the appropriate selections.  The criterion for a course to be deemed suitable is that it contribute to fulfilling the objectives stated above, as attested by its syllabus, statements of the instructor, or other documentation.  Syllabi or extended outlines of these courses are available on request.

GEO(ANT) 105/105A  Computer Basics in Geography and Anthropology (2/2)
COM 131/131L  Photography (2/2)
COM 431/431A  Digital Photography (2/2)
MU 108/108A  Introduction to Music Technology (3/1)
MU 228/228A Music Recording Techniques (3/1)
MU 328/328A Digital Production (3/1)
MU 408  Computers and Music (4)
ENG 203  Introduction to Shakespeare (4)
ENG 464 Multimedia Practicum (4)
ANT 301/301A  Computer Applications in Anthropology (3/1)
BHS 340/340A  Computer Methods in Behavioral Science (3/1)
TH 208 Introduction to Film and American Culture (4)
TH 299 Acting for the Camera (4)
TH 401  Playwriting and Dramatic Structure (4)
TH 499 Digital Media (4)
PHL 468/468A  Film Aesthetics (3/1)
ART 375/375A Photography as Expressive Art Form (2/1)
BUS 400 Assessing Cuba in International Business (4)
CLS 499 Film as Literature and as Reality (4)
HST 293 [whose name we intend to change to] Digital Oral History Methods and Practice (4)
HST 341 Colonial America (4)
HST 343  Age of Jackson (4)
HST 344  Civil War and Reconstruction (4)
ANT 370 Visual Anthropology (4) (if not taken as a core course)
ENG 330 Narrative in Literature and Film (4) (if not taken as a core course)

This list is based on courses whose designers and/or instructors regularly employ 

	digital media in their pedagogy,

student requirements focusing on digital projects and presentation,
learning objectives that include increased awareness of the role of multimedia in the discipline, and
maximize development of particular media skills and knowledge appropriate to the subject matter.

Our information on the relevance of a particular course to the minor is derived from consultations with the instructors and perusal of syllabi.  The list may be expanded or reduced in the future.  One of the roles of the Coordinator, together with the advisory council or faculty committee, will be to ascertain the eligibility of any courses submitted for consideration for the minor, according to criteria such as the above.

			16 units		(+16) =	Total units:  32


IV.	Requirements and Staffing

Resource issues have been extensively mapped by CLASS, CEIS, and IIT leadership, working in conjunction with the faculty/staff program committee (see Appendix F).  Current lab facilities, equipment, materials, smart classrooms, etc., are adequate for the inception of the program in Winter, 2004.  The initial enrollment is likely not to be great, but student interest appears to be high, based on 1) discussions held with individuals and student groups, and 2) evaluations and enrollment in pilot courses held in Spring, 2002.  A precursor of Visual Anthropology, ANT 499 (now 370, above) has consistently drawn students every quarter since its initial offering in Winter, 2000.  Saul Landau’s film courses have attracted a substantial number of students in various majors.

We are planning for an administrative structure consisting of a Program Coordinator based in CLASS, a network of faculty/technical aides who teach, guide, and advise, and a group of community contacts, experts in the appropriate fields, and other interested parties on and off campus.  Instructional and Institutional Technology has provided continual partnership in the design phase and assures us of their close collaboration in the implementation phase.  Their staff will assist the CLASS, CEIS and other faculty involved.  Their management of studio and production facilities will be an important contribution to the program.

Appendix G, the Social Documentation Center Proposal, should be consulted for additional information on the probable establishment of a Center in the College of Letters, Arts and Social Sciences related to the activities of the minor in DiSSHPA.  This document also contains further discussion of the minor program.  The success of the CLASS Dean in procuring funding for this Center indicates the likelihood of future success with grant proposals to support some of the costs of the new minor.  Part of the job description of the Program Coordinator for DiSSHPA will be related to fund-raising.

V.	Assessment

We approach assessment in terms of knowledge areas around which we can organize the progress exemplified in students’ projects and course work:

	the expressive, artistic or creative aspect of digital media (visual and aural), or WHAT’S OUT THERE THAT WE WANT TO CAPTURE?

the mechanical understanding and experience of the technology itself, or HOW DO WE MAKE USE OF DIGITAL MEDIA?
the compositional, organizational, and narrative framework for sending messages via the media, or HOW DO WE EXPRESS OR DISCOVER ANYTHING USING THESE MEDIA?, and 
the use of the media for the specific purposes of particular fields of inquiry or disciplines (i.e., how is a future Chaucer scholar’s project different from that of a future demographer or museologist, in terms of their needs and applications?), or WHAT DO WE WANT TO ‘SAY’?.

A fifth assessment area is the integrative dimension, approached as a team, requiring a project and involving extensive sharing of experiences.  Here, the motivating question might be HOW DOES THIS KIND OF PRODUCTION CREATE COMMUNITIES?  The five assessment areas are not easily separable into course-specific measurements, so the program will entail a continual cross-curriculum monitoring process distinct from the grading/evaluation process conducted for specific courses.  Since the students will be producing projects in every course, these can be examined for assessment purposes, along with other instruments to be devised.

We envision a team approach to assessment, at the levels of individual student products, courses themselves, and the program as a whole.  The team will involve faculty, peers, external experts, and/or community members, in a kind of jury.  The coordinating committee will adopt either an annual Fall Retreat for decision-making and improvement/Spring Assessment model or a more frequent periodic monitoring/implementation model to incorporate feedback. 

VI.	Consultation

Appendix F presents the list of faculty and staff involved in the design and management of the minor program, who will also be integrally involved in its implementation.  They reflect participation from CLASS (at least six departments, particularly Communication, Anthropology, Theater, Music, English and Foreign Languages, Behavioral Sciences) and ITAC primarily.  Specific faculty from CEIS so far involved include Professors Lotfipour and Dehler.  ENV has also been consulted, especially the Departments of Art (Professor Mayor), Architecture (Professor Lawrence) and Urban and Regional Planning (Professor Urey).  Consultation is being carried out with the Departments of Computer Science, Electrical and Computer Engineering, and Computer Information Systems.  We expect our colleagues in these departments to recognize that the proposed minor does not in any way duplicate anything that they do in their curricula or other activities, nor diminish their resource base, clientele for their programs, or public appeal.  The proposal has been discussed with local community organizations and international institutional partners, as well, who have expressed enthusiasm and support.

VII.	Appendices

CLS 201
CLS 301/301A
CLS 401
ANT 370
ENG 330
Faculty/staff roster
Social Documentation Center Proposal
On-line resources (beyond what is contained in course outlines)
Additional textual resources (beyond what is contained in course outlines)
Additional film resources (beyond what is contained in course outlines)



